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to set up the communications port of a computer with subsurface to import dive information, the user must first
find out the communications port or mount point of the dive computer in use (e.g. a garmin computer may be on
dms-22 mount point and a zeus may be on the d-m-s or in the case of a mantis computer a mantis-din). after the

computer has been connected to the subsurface computer, the user must then set up the subsurface dive
computer to export and/or import dive information. this is done under the following tab: export/import (see figure

c). the user clicks on the tab that represents the type of computer with subsurface. if the dive computer is not
one of those listed, the user must search for and then select the correct communications type. in the case of a
mantis-din dive computer, the user navigates to the tab for mantis-din and selects export/import mantis-din.

finally, the user clicks the next button. at this stage the user may not yet see the communications port settings
window in which the file’s name and optional com port fields appear. these must be filled in according to the
user’s settings. for example, a computer user could enter the name of the dive computer as follows: “dive

computer xxx”. next, they would select file’s name as hexadecimal number. this is important as subsurface uses
the first two and last two digits to locate the file in its directory structure. next the user would enter the com port

as hex number and the type of subsurface communication mode: simple for all dive computers for which
subsurface has a program, din for mantis-din computers, address for addressable dive computers such as

poseidon and sdc.
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there are many types of dive information that can be imported into subsurface. in
many cases, simply plugging a dive computer into your computer's usb port and
turning it on will be sufficient to transfer the dive information automatically. in

other cases, a proprietary download may be necessary. for instance diving into a
lake or other body of water typically requires proprietary dive data for conversion
to standard depth readings. a specific dive computer may need proprietary data

to recreate the open/closed circuit status of their dive computer. for detailed
information on how to import the dive information from various dive computers,

see this page in the subsurface documentation: https://www.diver.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/10/importing_dive_data.pdf screenshots are included with
this article to show an example of the progress of import using the dive profiles

import method. in the screenshots, the file menu allows the user to select
different profiles to be imported. in this case, all the dive profiles for the past two
weeks of the year 2013 are selected. some dive computers have basic web-based
interfaces to export dive data in spreadsheet form. the spreadsheet files can be
imported into subsurface by opening the csv-formatted file in the import wizard.

here a spreadsheet is imported from the apd inspiration and evolution
rebreathers, which allows the user to view the dive profiles independently. a
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spreadsheet can also be exported from other software that reads the format, so it
can be imported into subsurface. see appendix d: exporting a spreadsheet to csv
format for information about importing spreadsheet-based data into subsurface.
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